This software is a tool for developing cost estimates. Keep in mind that it cannot account for the special details in a project without the designer’s input.

The following topics are included:

- Login
- Dashboard
- Filters
- Estimate Tree Structure
- Trend Filters
- Getting Started
- Percent Based Bid Items
- Composite Bid Items
- Finishing up an Estimate

Login

Consultants

Use the link below to get to the iPD cost estimating software (also on the Consultant/Designer Resources webpage):


DOT Employees

The cost estimating software can be accessed by logging into Office 365. Click on the “waffle”.

Select “ALL” applications. If you scroll to the bottom of the list, you should see “iPD Web App”. You can right-click on this and select “Pin to home” to save it. The iPD Web App will now show up in your home application list every time you login to Office 365.
Double-click the iPD Web App icon. Authentication should be automatic and you should be redirected to the iPD homepage.

**Dashboard**

The Dashboard has two sections to it. The left hand side will contain a list of all active projects in the system. Users have the ability to create custom filters to limit the list of available projects. Click “Add” on the far right side of each record to add that project to the “My Projects” portion of the dashboard. “My Projects” is a list that is user specific to allow quick and easy access to saved projects.
Filters

Users have the ability to create and edit filters for the projects that display in the dashboard. Selecting “Edit Filter” from the dashboard will bring up the “My Filter” dialog.

To create a new filter:

- Click on the “Add” button.
- Enter a name for the new filter you want to create.
- Enter any desired filter parameters.
- Click the “Save” button and then click “Close”.

To edit an existing filter:

- Select the appropriate filter from the “Select Filter” drop-down. This should fill out the parameters for the selected filter.
- Edit any of the desired fields.
- Click the “Save” button and then click “Close”.

Estimate Tree Structure

After you select a project from the dashboard, the estimate will open similar to that shown below.

If a project has any existing estimates or the bid items for that project are entered into PSS, you will see a + symbol to the left (blue arrow).
Projects that have bid items entered into PSS will have “PSS” at the office level (red arrow). You can expand this to see “PSSLive” at the estimate level. Below “PSSLive” will be the division level. If you have multiple divisions of bid items in PSS, they will be shown here. The easiest way to create an estimate is to copy an existing division under “PSSLive”. PSSLive information is updated hourly, so if you recently entered bid items into Project Scheduling System and they are not showing up in iPD, you may need to wait for the data to sync. You can force a refresh by right-clicking the project number in the estimate tree structure and selecting “Refresh PSSLive”.

When a project number is selected from the estimate tree structure, three tabs that provide information about the project become available:

- **Project Details** – This tab provides detailed information about the project, often referred to as the project header information and the Organization table, identifying who has access to the project.
- **Project Review** – This tab provides a summary of the offices and office estimate totals that compose the project. An estimate needs to be marked “Select” and “Complete” to show up on this tab.
- **Project Parameters** – This tab contains the general scope of the project. These parameters are required when parametric bid items are used in an estimate. Even if you don’t plan on using parametric bid items, it is important this information be filled so that it can be used when calculating costs for future projects.
The office level folder will need to be created before starting any estimates. Right-click on the project number and select “Add Estimate”.

The dialog will ask which office folder you would like to create. Select the appropriate office from the drop-down and select OK.

After you create an estimate, a folder will be created for the office you selected (red arrow). Underneath an office level folder will be the estimate level (blue arrow) and division (green arrow). Additional divisions can be added if needed for projects with multiple divisions or for creating alternates.

After selecting an estimate version from the tree structure, the information associated with this estimate is shown to the right (red oval). This is where you can edit all the information for this estimate. What shows on the left hand side of the screen will be a combination of the estimate event chosen and the estimate name.

The naming convention used for project estimates should follow the example below.
The name that displays at the estimate level in the tree structure will be a combination of the event you select and the name that you enter for the estimate. For D02 estimate shown to the left (green arrow), the event selected in the drop-down was “D02 – Design Field Exam” and the name entered was “Field Exam”.

In this example is another level for alternatives “Original Concept” and “New Alignment Option”. This is done by checking the “Alternate” box on the division estimate screen and entering a name in the “Alternate Name” text box.

The D09 estimate (red arrow) has 2 division estimates and also has shoulder alternates. Alternate bid items are listed in separate divisions similar to how they are entered into PSS.

**Trend Filters**

Trend filter (orange arrow above) will open the item trend lookup filter dialog. The item trend filter dialog will have four tabs of different parameters. The trend filter is used to establish parameters and project characteristics that identify projects that are similar to your current estimate. Having the trend filter set at the estimate level insures that these settings are applied to all bid items in the estimate. There are also individual trend filters for each bid item in an estimate. These filters can be used to override trend filters at the estimate level. These item specific filters will be lost if changes are made after at the estimate level. Because many different filters combinations are possible, the number of projects used to calculate the suggested unit price can vary greatly. Use caution to avoid excluding too many projects.
Getting Started

The division/alternate window is displayed when a user clicks on a division/alternate name from the estimate tree structure. This window is where the primary work of cost estimating is performed. The numbers below describe the function of each item on the header portion of the estimate screen.

1. Name of the estimate version.
2. Currently there is only one report. Based on the work type set for the division, this report will do a percentage comparison of the items in the estimate compared to common items for this type of project.
3. Description of the estimate version.
4. If checked, an alternate group will be created under the estimate version.
5. Name used for the new alternate group.
6. County the project estimate version is for.
7. If checked, every item added to the division will have the “Use Suggestion” checked.
8. When clicked on, prices are calculated using a regression-based algorithm.
9. Groups all bid items for the estimate to D Group Level 1. The D group structure is discussed later in this document with the percent based bid items.
10. Groups all bid items for the estimate to D Group Level 2. The D group structure is discussed later in this document with the percent based bid items.
11. If checked, the total for all division items will be used when calculating costs for any percent based items on this division.
12. If checked, the total for all division items for the entire project will be used when calculating costs for any percent based items on this division. This would be commonly used for bridge repair projects.
13. If checked, combines quantities from like items when calculating suggested price. This is checked by default.
14. Estimate total for this division.
15. Previous estimate total before the last time suggested prices were updated.
Three ways are available to start creating an estimate:

- Copying a division from “PSSLive” is the simplest way if you already have everything entered into PSS, or if you have another estimate division from a similar project, you can copy an entire division from one project to another.
- New division estimates can be started using a template for a particular work type or design.
- Estimates can be created from scratch, or manually adding each bid item individually.

Adding bid items individually to a new estimate is one option. Bid items can be added by simply right-clicking in the lower half of the estimate screen and selecting “Add Item(s)”. To copy all the bid items from another division or from PSS Live, simply right-click on that division and select “Copy”. Copying from PSSLive or another project work the same.

Then right-click on the estimate you want to copy to and select “Paste”. It will copy the entire division to your estimate. The division name will remain the same. You can’t select a division to paste to.

If the trend filter for the project you are pasting to varies from the project you copied from, you will receive a warning message “Do you want to use the destination trend filter?”. Selecting “Yes” will update the trend filter settings to match the estimate version you are pasting to. “No” will maintain the trend filter settings from where the division was copied.
“Division 1 Test” (red arrow) has been copied from “PSSLive” and pasted under the D00 estimate. The “New Division” (blue arrow) that was created automatically can be deleted with a right-click and select “Delete”.

If you select the division you copied, it should look similar the picture above. By default, all bid items will show a Unit Price and Suggestion price of $0.00. Depending on the bid item and units, the suggestion will either be a dollar or percentage amount.

New division estimates can also be created using templates. Division templates can be found by right-clicking on a division and selecting “Import from Template”. Templates are very handy because they have been setup to include common bid items for a particular type of design or project work type.
Percent Based Bid Items

Percentage based items are used to enter a high level conceptual item that eventually breaks down to actual bid items throughout the life of a project.

All bid items are sorted into a hierarchy structure. This structure has 11 main categories. Under each of these main categories are two additional levels. Each of these categories has a corresponding percent based bid item. These percent based bid items will include average percentages for all the bid items under them, based on the project work type filters that are applied.

As an example, look at the percent based item for General construction items at level one.

Once the item is added to an estimate, you can right-click on the item and select “Expand Item”.
Once expanded, you can see what additional levels are under General in the hierarchy structure. From here, you need to decide which of these items you will need to include in your estimate. If you think you need it or you’re not sure, check the “include” box to carry these items over to the next step. You can always delete them later if it is not needed.

General (000) has now been broken down to include Mobilization (000-00), Environmental (000-020), and General Construction (000-030). That will break down to actual bid items.

If you right-click on Mobilization (000-000) and “Expand Item”, you now see and a list of actual bid items. Not all percentage based bid items will have actual bid items at this point.

**Composite Bid Items**

A composite bid item is a set of bid items that are grouped together for estimating purposes. As an example, the composite bid item for a major right turn lane appears as below.

By entering a quantity of 1, the average unit price for 1 major right turn lane is $124,535.13. By right-clicking on this item and choosing “Composite Items”, you will see the bid items and average quantities used to make up this composite item. If desired, the quantities can be adjusted from this window. The suggested price will recalculate using the adjusted quantities and asterisks will be added to the end of the bid item number. The adjusted quantities will be stored for the current estimate only.
Finishing up an Estimate

When your estimate is all finished, each division to be included in the total should be marked complete. To do this, right-click on the appropriate division in the estimate tree structure and select “Mark Complete”. Marking a division complete indicates that no more items will be added or any modifications to prices will be made. You should see a red checkmark next to the division after a division is marked complete.

Supervisors and project managers will then need to review your estimate. After all the bid item costs and quantities have been reviewed and approved, the estimate divisions need to be selected by right-clicking on the division and picking “Select”. Selecting a division indicates that this particular division will be included in the total project cost. Generally, only supervisors and project managers will have this capability. The red checkmark next to the division will turn green once the division is selected.

Once all divisions are marked complete, then the estimate version should be checked complete. This is done by selecting the appropriate office from the estimate tree structure. Then find the correct version and click in the checkbox to complete the version.

After marking an estimate complete, a report will run to check for duplicate items. If no duplicate items are found, the report will be blank. If duplicate items are found, it will look similar to the report below. In the report below, several bid items are duplicated in the percentage based bid items. The program will allow you to continue but you should go back and correct these duplicates.
After divisions have been marked complete and selected, and the estimate version has been marked complete, the estimate version can be selected. This is done by right-clicking on the estimate version from the estimate tree structure and clicking “Select”. You should see the radio button turn green. Only one estimate version can be marked select for each office. Selecting an estimate version indicates that this particular version will be used for the current estimate and be used for the total project costs. As the project progresses through the design life-cycle, different versions of the cost estimate will be selected for each office.
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